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Your Virtual Counsel
powered by Generative AI

KLapper is exclusively designed for Knowledge Management (KM) & Innovations team 
members to design, train and deploy “no-code” virtual agents to Microsoft SharePoint, Zoom, 
Teams, Web apps, Mobile apps and to over 15+ supported channels (with minimal or no IT 
support). 

Great! Next, please specify the purpose of the agreement or the nature 
of the confidential information being shared.

The parties involved are Fair Practices Group and Progressive Prospect.

KLapper
Available�

What sets KLapper apart?

Gen AI-Powered Intelligence: KLapper leverages the power of Generative AI to go beyond 
documents and learn your firm's key business datasets through "intelligent connectors" enabling it to 
provide contextually relevant responses and insights.

Secure Installation: KLapper can be seamlessly installed within your firm's Microsoft Azure Tenant, 
ensuring utmost privacy, confidentiality, and security for your valuable data.

Usage-Based Licensing Model: Users can benefit from a flexible and cost-effective usage-based 
licensing model, allowing them to scale their virtual assistant capabilities as needed with minimal 
up-front costs.



KLapper Scenarios

Legal Research Assistance
Get quick access to relevant information, summarize legal concepts, analyze case law, and offer 
insights into legal issues.

KLapper serves as a valuable assistant to litigators, offering research support, document drafting, case management, 
client communication, and legal analysis capabilities, enhancing efficiency and effectiveness.

Litigation Simplified with KLapper!

KLapper Scenarios

Document Review, Analysis, and Automation
Transforming Legal Operations: Efficiency at Every Step:  Streamline Document review, Refine 
Contracts, Automate Processes, and Generate Documents!

KLapper transforms the deal process by quickly accessing contract databases, conducting efficient contract reviews, 
offering automated analysis, enabling real-time collaboration and revisions, and delivering personalized 
recommendations. 

Transactional skills - KLapper - Your Partner in Seamless Legal Work!

Personalized legal support 

KLapper revolutionizes client communication by offering personalized, timely, and efficient legal support, 
enhancing the overall client experience and satisfaction.

Quick Answers to FAQs.

Appointment Scheduling & Management.

Virtual Assistance for Case Assessments.

24/7 Availability to provide immediate assistance. 

In summary, KLapper helps law firms create virtual assistants powered by Generative 
AI in a secure and cost-effective way.
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